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Dispute
over spray
sunscreen
BANANA Boat is facing a
possible class action
lawsuit after consumers
complained of being
sunburnt while using their
sunscreen.
Australian law firm
Bannister Law launched
an investigation last week
and asked skincare
product-testing company
Eurofins Dermatest to
conduct independent
tests on seven Banana
Boat aerosol sunscreens.
The tests revealed that
all seven sunscreens
failed to meet the 50+
sun protection factor.
The firm ordered the
tests after a mum-of-five
came to them claiming
her family suffered
sunburns after using
Banana Boat’s Ultra Clear
Sunscreen Spray SPF 50+
and Kids Clear Sunscreen
Spray 50+.
But Edgewell Personal
Care Australia, the maker
of Banana Boat, has
disputed the test results.
“We disagree and
question the anomalous
SPF results provided by
Dermatest. These results
are entirely inconsistent
with the testing we have
conducted at Edgewell’s
reputable labs in
accordance with the
Australian mandatory
standard as regulated by
the Therapeutic Goods
Administration. All
Banana Boat products
meet the SPF claim as
labelled on pack,” a
spokesperson said in a
statement to News Corp.
For more, visit
www.kidspot.com.au.
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Pupils thrive and hope
for education grows
SCHOOL OF THOUGHT
DR ALI BLACK

IN MY previous column I was
asserting that we needed to review the purpose of schooling
and how we measure success. I
was saying that we needed to
put kids back in the picture,
and to fuel their love of learning.
This previous column was
written from a place of despair
— having learned how more
and more children and young
people are experiencing fear,
failure and anxiety in a schooling system that seems intent on
disregarding who they are and
what they bring.
This month’s column is written from a place of hope. This
last weekend I experienced
The School of Total Education.
The School of Total Education is in Warwick.
This school, led by dedicated
and visionary principal Shane
Power and a band of passionate, caring and knowledgeable
teachers, is making a huge impact on the lives of children
and families, and in the town of
Warwick and beyond. You
need to know about “the best
kept secret in education”. Politicians need to know about this
school. This is a site of transformative education.
SOTE is an independent
(Prep-Year 12) school whose focus is on nurturing each child’s
character
and
learning
through a distinctive curriculum. Children’s interests shape
what happens.
Children spend time in nature and outdoors. Afternoons
offer quiet time and time away
from “the formal curriculum”
and children engage in self-directed activities where they
choose experiences that interest them.
Children also contribute to
the school vegetable garden
and the produce features in the
meals that children share with
each other and with teachers
each day.

BLOSSOMING: Children contribute to the school vegetable garden and the produce features in the meals at The School of Total Education.

The school offers weekly
programs for parents so that
they feel supported in their
parenting role. An amazing
sense of community is the result.
The school, which began in
Melbourne in 1977, but established a rural base in Warwick
in 1981, was the vision of philosopher Vijayadev Yogendra. Vijay’s focus was on holistic education, education focused on
the “whole” child. Under
Shane’s leadership the school is
informed by contemporary
ideas as well, and the results
speak for themselves.
As an early childhood educator, I share many of the same
philosophies of this school. Of
the importance of observing
and responding to children’s interests and strengths, of learning that is meaningful, individualised, and hands on.
Too often in education there
is a tendency to want to reduce
children and young people to
numbers, categories, develop-
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‘‘

AFTERNOONS
OFFER QUIET TIME AND
TIME AWAY FROM ‘THE
FORMAL CURRICULUM’
AND CHILDREN ENGAGE
IN SELF-DIRECTED
ACTIVITIES ...
mental areas or competencies.
But all areas of development
are interrelated and interconnected. Children are whole
people. Education needs to
meet the needs and potential of
the “whole child”.
I was invited to speak to the
graduating students. It was an
incredible honour to attend
and contribute to the graduation ceremony, to see the
school’s program and facilities,
and to meet the teachers and
students.
Past students and teachers
and community members returned to celebrate with the
graduating cohort (would you

Dr Ali Black (second from right) with students from The School of Total
Education and principal Shane Power.
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go back to your school and see
another cohort graduate?).
The 10 graduate students
have some amazing achievements. Not only are they
equipped with everything they
need to face the 21st century
world, they are excellent human beings. They are artists,
inventors, scientists, sports
champions; young people
whose diverse strengths and

skills mean they can choose
from a range of professions and
careers; young people with
work ethics and resilience;
young people who care about
friendship, service, community,
and respect. I was very impressed.
To these graduating students, and to others graduating
this year, I send my congratulations.

headspace can help young
people 12 - 25 with:
- general health
- mental health and wellbeing
- alcohol and other drugs
- education, employment and other services
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